Fosmon 24 Hour Programmable Digital Timer Outlet (2 Pack), ON/Off
Program, LCD Display, Mini Indoor Single Plug-in Outlet Timer, 125V
15A for Seasonal Light, Lamp, Heater, Portable Fan, Aquarium
Review-2021

[AUTOMATE YOUR OUTLET] Simply plug in the Fosmon 24-hour outlet timer and let the timer
control your device following your daily 24-hour programmable schedule. You are also able to
manually turn the outlet on/off using the MODE button. The timer is great for holiday/Christmas
decorations, patio lights, heaters, lamps, fans, and aquariums.
[USER FRIENDLY OPERATION AND LCD SCREEN] The digital timer is quiet, and the large
numbers are very easy to read. Programming your schedule is easy and quick. The timer comes
with a backup battery that will keep all the settings for more than 100 hours when external power is
not available.
[SAFE AND RELIABLE TIMER] The electrical outlet timer is rated 125V/15A, and compatible with
incandescent, CFL, and LED lights. The polarized 2-prong outlet reduces your chance of getting
electrical shock. The light timer is certified by ETL, FCC, and RoHS.
[SPACE SAVING] The outlet timer only occupies one socket. You are able to use two timers in
duplex outlets, or leave the neighboring socket available to other devices. The low profile, side-entry
plug design makes the timer fit behind furniture or in other hard-to-reach areas.
[LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY] Join millions of satisfied customers with our limited lifetime
warranty, backed by our experienced and dedicated USA based customer service.Easy to program
Setting the outlet timer is very easy and can be done in less a minute. Let the outlet timer is 24-hour
programmable with manual ON and OFF using the MODE button.
Large LCD Screen
User-Friendly large LCD screen is easy to read and make it easier to program your schedule
quicker.
Space Saving
The compact size of the timer allows you to use two timers in duplex outlets,or leave the
neighboring socket available for other devices
Safe and Compatible
The outlet timer is durable and certified with ETL and FCC standards. The polarized outlet reduces
your chance of getting an electrical shock.
One ON/OFF Program Daily The Fosmon 24-hour programmable timer will automatically turn the
device on and off to match what you've programmed, repeating the same program every day. You
can also press the MODE button to manually turn on and off the outlet.
Very Easy to Program and Use Setting the outlet timer is very easy and can be done in less a
minute. The backup battery will keep the program and clock running when the timer is unplugged
or during a power outage. The digital timer is quiet, accurate, and easy to read, making it a great
clock for kitchens, bedrooms, or offices.
Save Space and Energy The light timer is compact, leaving the neighboring socket available. You
can also plug two timers into a duplex outlet. With this outlet timer, you will never forget to turn off
your lights on time, reducing your energy bill in the long run.
Safe and Compatible The outlet timer is durable and certified with ETL and FCC standards. The
polarized outlet reduces your chance of getting an electrical shock. The timer is compatible with
incandescent, CFL, and LED lights.
Specifications
Power: AC 125V/15A, 60HzWattage: 1875W1 On/Off Program SettingCertifications: ETL, FCC,
RoHS
Package Includes
2x Single Polarized Outlet Timer1x User Manual
Fosmon Single Outlet 24-hour Programmable Digital Timer (2 Pack)
Fosmon 2-Outlet 24-Hour Mechanical Timer
Fosmon 2-Outlet 24-Hour Mechanical Timer
Fosmon Single Polarized 24-Hour Mechanical Timer
Fosmon 8-Outlet Surge Protector Power Strip with Timer Outlet
Fosmon 15A 24-Hours Mechanical Outdoor Light Timer Outlet
Number of Outlets

1
2
2
1
8
1
Additional Feature
Large LCD Screen
600J Surge Protection
Weather Resistant
24 Hour Timer
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Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor/Outdoor
Packing
2 Pack
2 Pack
1 Pack
2 Pack
1 Pack
1 Pack
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